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• STIC, Berlin, DE
• Euroteam Progetti, Florence & Bologna (IT)
• OKI Innovation Cluster, Olomouc (Czech Rep.)
• The Init Land, Bilbao, ES
• Vamos Scotland, Edimbourgh, UK
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Olomoucký klastr inovací
tr. Kosmonautu 1288/1
779 00 Olomouc
Contact person:
Ms Lenka Ríhovská
Tel.+420 587333905
erasmus@o-k-i.cz
To the end of February 2017, we have had nine accepted New
Entrepreneurs. Six of them are searching for host entrepreneurs:
Ms Silvia KOZONOVA is a young and ambitious entrepreneur from Prague looking for extending her
knowledge in the fashion PR and marketing. She is the co-founder of the biggest Czech and Slovak fashion
platform about young designers and sustainable fashion called FashionMap: http://www.fashion-map.cz.
She would preferably like to go for the exchange to the United Kingdom, Denmark, Germany, Slovakia or
Sweden.
Ms Sarka KSINANOVA hasn´t already started her business but wants to offer a service of providing courses
on how to build dry stone walls. She would like to learn about effective advertising of this service and the
host entrepreneur´s building techniques. She would preferably like to go for the exchange to the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Bermuda, Turks and Caicos Islands, Spain or Italy.
Mr Martin TOPINKA is already carrying on a small business focused on import and distribution of products
for cycling sport. He wants to strengthen the knowledge in management of the company, leadership and
managing people and maybe get some inspiration for a new project. He would preferably like to go for the
exchange to the United Kingdom, Germany, Italy, Spain or Sweden.
Mr Jan DEDEK is searching for some host entrepreneur in the field of robotics and electronics. He would
preferably like to go for the exchange to Finland, Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg or Netherlands.
Mr Matej GOLEMBIOVSKY has experience with electronic design and 3D printing. He would preferably like
to go for the exchange to Finland, Austria or Germany.
Mr Vojtech PISL is an author, copywriter and translator in the field of neuroscience and psychology. He
wants to learn how to find international clients, how to switch from delivering texts and translations for
agencies to find his own clients, how to deliver web and social networks contents and ready-made
translations. He would preferably like to go for the exchange to the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, Albania, Bulgaria, Romania or Serbia.
At the moment, we have three relationships in the progress:
Our NE Dalibor SELUCKY is at the local development centre Dione, HE Vasso CHARITOPOULOU in Greece
and are cooperating in the field of health, prevention and social solidarity.
Our NE Vit GERHARD is at the architectural studio AllesWirdGut Architektur ZT Gmbh, HE Friedrich
PASSLER in Austria.
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Our NE Arina ROVDO is going to start the exchange at the enterprise EMS Training Spain, HE Diego SALAS
ANAYA in the field of sports activities.
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Vamos Scotland works to promote creativity in all its forms

Although initially Vamos Scotland was created to promote Spanish culture
abroad and the services were focused on artist as a target audience, over
the years, the entity has matured its objectives, and the original purposes
have been supplemented, with the services to entrepreneurs, supporting and
providing them opportunities in the cultural field.
We support talented individuals in the cultural and creative sector willing to start their own
business idea in UK. Moreover, we help aspiring entrepreneurs the chance to learn from
experienced entrepreneurs running small businesses in other European Countries.
With a long experience in the Erasmus Entrepreneurs Programme, here some of their most
successful relationships.

Vanessa Cejudo, Vamos NE, with Host Carolina Nunez of Brites Magazine.
Lucía Blanco Ares and assistant Roger, work in Vamos Scotland to promote the Erasmus
Entrepreneurs Programme
Vamos Scotland Ltd.
5 Rose St
EH2 2PR Edinburgh
Contact person:
Ms Leticia Romeo
Tel.+44 7895618689
events@vamosscotland.com
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Euroteam Progetti network guides enterprises and institutions
along a new path for growth and development by offering
services, counselling and training.

Contact Person
Francesca Serra
Via della Spada 3
50123 Firenze
Tel&Fax: +39/055/281822
beurope@euroteamprogetti.it
www.euroteamprogetti.it

At the moment, we have a number of relationships going on:

1- Ne Laura Pantano, to a
Santa Cruz de Tenerife,
online trade of exotic
plants

2- NE Laura Crudeli, Architect from Firenze to NAX
Netzwerk ArchiteKtur Export in Munich

3- NE Filippo alias Bacco, artist in
residence at Plusnull, Berlin

1- NE Vittoria Spinoni, Architect from
Turin toStudio Anna Villas in Crete
5-NE Davide Crepaldi, from
Porto Tolle to TextilEnergy in
Burriana, Spain

2 -NE Giacomo Talluri, mechanical engineer from
Florence to Euabout, Brussels

8 -Architect Francesco
Bova, NE to MiniVilla
Arch., Delft

6- NE Stefano Balestra, from Chieti to Brouwerij
de Prael in Amsterdam

9 - HE Davide Baldi, Dude Communication
Agency in Milan, with NE Gonzalo Moreno
Causapé from Spain
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